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"In a Universe of Endless Questions, Love Is the Only Answer." There is a loving intelligence at the

core of your being that can lead you to the fulfillment of your highest destiny. Four words hold the

secret to accessing it: Whatever arises, love that. With his first full-length audio-learning course,

Matt Kahn invites you to join him for a 12-part journey that explores how profoundly your life

transforms when you surrender to the love of your true divine nature. Insights and Practices to Open

the Heart and Live as Love Whatever Arises, Love That brings you the most powerful insights for

the evolution of your journey. Kahn says of this exciting work, "Since receiving the insights to offer

loving what arises as the foundational core of my teachings, I began to see people at every level of

spiritual development heal old wounds, release lingering conditioning, and unravel so much fear,

frustration, and confusion to reveal the Truth of their eternal nature in the most direct and

heart-centered way. Soon, a 'Love Revolution' was created on a global scale, where personal

differences were set aside to unite families, neighbors, communities, and countries in the

importance of awakening unconditional love for the well-being of all." Whatever Arises, Love That

gives you the opportunity to reconnect with your heart's innate wisdom, reclaim your lost innocence,

and realize the incredible power you have by remembering that you always deserve "more love, not

less".
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This book takes an approach to the healing spiritual journey without including random one liners

and with precise heart-centered teachings. The many angles and perspectives introduced are



revolutionary to the way we deal with ourselves emotionally. I recommend it to all who feel like

there's something more to life.

I love it. I have it in my car and enjoy it so much while I am driving. Beautiful work

This course is amazing! I experienced such a profound shift. I have listened to it twice now and both

times i got even more out of it. Thanks Matt!

Matthew Kahn has changed my life...so much wisdom so much support and so much love...I would

recommend this to anyone wanting to transform themselves and this will transform/heal the world!
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